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Client confidentiality
We are cognisant of our responsibility to protect the identity of our
clients. It is our responsibility to keep our clients and their information
confidential. In this report, effort has been made to make it difficult or
impossible for anyone to identify the 121 clients in question, as we NEVER
mention names of over 90% of our clients in our brochures, websites
or marketing materials. We take the confidentiality of the information
collected during our work with clients very critical. And we can never
compromise it. This report is aimed at creating public awareness about
cyber security.
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Executive summary
In line with our strategy to support the fight against the everincreasing threat of cybercrime, effective 2018, Summit Consulting
Ltd has launched the “FRONTLINE” project to streamline the act
of security assessments by publishing the trend of cyber threats
and attack vectors based on what we commonly find during client
engagements.
summitFRONTLINE
project 2018 aims at
providing visibility
into the state of
information security
in various industries
and institutions based
on actual cyber
security vulnerability
assessments,
penetration testing and
ICT governance reviews
undertaken

1.1 Our summitFRONTLINE project 2018
aims at providing visibility into the state of
information security in various industries and
institutions based on actual cyber security
vulnerability
assessments,
penetration
testing and ICT governance reviews
undertaken. To this end, this project so far
contains results of 121 client assessments
conducted from January 2016 through to
July of 2018.
1.2 Summit Consulting is the leading
security services provider in different
categories and industries. We have identified
that our engagement partners (clients) prefer
internal assessments, where the assessor
simulates an attack from within the Local
Area Network or Wireless Network of the
target organization.
1.2.1 Internal assessments make sense for
most organizations. The assessments help
them to understand the impact of insider/
internal compromise and to quantify the gaps
in an organization’s defences. In late 2017
and early 2018, we have seen an increase
in requests for comprehensive or mixed
ICT security reviews – which include all the
three major security audits/ assessments:

(i) black box (external) penetration testing
and vulnerability assessment with proof of
exploit and recommended fixes;
(ii) white box (internal) penetration testing
and vulnerability assessment with proof of
exploit and recommendations and;
(iii) ICT Security and Governance reviews
undertaking agreed upon procedures
review as stipulated by the central bank;
bank’s security assessment against leading
practices specifically ISO 27001; COBIT, PCI
DSS, ITIL and environmental controls.
1.3 We are also witnessing two growing
trends both in external assessments and
mobile application assessments due to
rise in demand of modern service delivery
which includes cloud computing in favour
of the internal setups as well as advent of
mobile applications to deliver services. This
means that the attack surface has gone
beyond the internal scope and now calls
for more external assessments are coming
more in line to fully assess the security
exposure of external and mobile assets of
an organisation.
1.4 The categories of assessments
Summit Consulting penetration testers
chase are misconfigurations, vulnerabilities,
credentials and data exfiltration.
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Unfortunately, credential
hygiene is still a bigger
issue throughout
organisations reviewed
and exploitation rate
has increased from 90%
of last year.

exﬁltration of data was
been achieved at 92% of
the time. We see a slight
reduction from the
previous year’s (2016) at
99%.

It was easy to acquire
credentials in at least
92% cases using
common credential
exposure methods.

The general state of cyber
security is poor. It was
possible to gain full control
of the target organisation's
infrastructure at 94% of the
time

2. Summary of findings
2.1 General poor state of security hygiene.
We were able to identify and exploit
vulnerabilities specifically misconfigurations
and achieved 100% privileged access in
majority of the assessments. We noted
slight improvements from the previous year
due to heightened security awareness.
2.1.1 In the same line, it was possible
exploit internal critical production systems
with one or more exploits at 68% in all the
assessments – a 30% reduction from the
previous year which was 98% success rate.
This is a great development as it indicates
IT security teams are undertaking basic
cyber hygiene practices like patching and
upgrading systems.
2.1.2 In all the assessments, it was easy to
acquire credentials in at least 92% cases using
common credential exposure methods.
Unfortunately, credential hygiene is still
a bigger issue throughout organisations
reviewed and exploitation rate has increased
from 90% of last year.
2.1.3 Also, exfiltration of data was been
achieved at 92% of the time. We see a slight
reduction from the previous year’s (2016) at
99%.

the target organisation’s infrastructure at
94% of the time, a rate reduced from 98%
from the previous year. This success rate
and these proportions of weaknesses make
sense mostly to people involved in the dayto-day work of security assessments. We
should not be complacent in a belief that
security assessors always win. We believe
it’s important to measure and publish the
results of our assessment practices to
provide risk context to organizations when
they are considering the results of their own
security programs.
2.3 It is valuable to quantify security
assessments results to properly prioritize
what defensive strategies are most effective
in detecting and defending against actual
breach attempts by actual threat actors. The
rest of this paper will examine and explore
the data gathered from our on-going security
assessments, as well as provide notes/
pointers drawn from field experiences. We
predict that readers will come away from this
report with baseline understanding of how
security assessments help organizations
to identify their own IT risks. The findings in
this report are generic. To get actual picture
of the state of your banks or organisation’s
security posture from independent security
experts, visit www.summitcl.com

2.2 The general state of cyber security is
poor. It was possible to gain full control of
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OF ALL SUMMIT
CONSULTING LTD
ENGAGEMENTS
ALWAYS INCLUDE AN
INTERNAL ELEMENT.
ANOTHER GROWING
TREND IS THAT OF
CLOUD COMPUTING
MIGRATIONS AND
MOBILE APPLICATIONS
INSTALLATIONS

3. Test scope
3.1 The single most important part of any security
assessment is clarity of the engagement scope with
the client. This takes place when negotiating the
statement of work (SOW) and covers the kinds of
assets and data the client wants to see tested, as
well as the time the tester must devote to assessing
and simulating a threat against the organization’s
infrastructure and assets.
3.2 The general state of ICT security will be assessed
as low or very poor if your IT mission critical resources
(hardware and software) or machines running critical
services, are exploited or breached in the shortest
time possible. A security breach compromises your
systems confidentiality (disclosure information like
customer account balances or medical records
which are classified as private data), integrity (makes
unauthorised modifications to your data) and
availability (makes your critical systems unavailable).
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Q2 2015 saw one of the
highest packet rate
attacks recorded...
which
peaked at 214 million
packets per second
(Mpps).
That volume is capable
of taking out Tier 1
routers, such as those
used by Internet service
providers (ISPs).

4. Internal versus External security tests
4.1 The most important distinction in scoping
the engagement is that of an external versus
an internal penetration test.
4.2 External cyber security review
engagements
focus
on
web-based
attacks against the target organization’s
website or customer-facing applications
accessed via the web, email-based phishing
campaigns simulations/assessments as
well credential collection efforts via external
facing endpoints like VPNs and cloudhosted assets. The mission of these tests
is to compromise the security objectives of
confidentiality, integrity and availability.
4.3 In contrast, internal assessments tend
to focus on the internal local area network
(LAN) and wireless LAN (wLAN), and the
systems that are not directly exposed to
the internet like core applications including
enterprise resource planning (ERPs) like SAP
Systems, Oracle, or CRM andactive directory
services (AD), Core Banking Servers, internal
source code repositories, and other third
party systems alike that are hosted locally
within the organisation’s data centres.
4.2 Over the course of this project, we have
found, unsurprisingly, that clients far prefer
an internally scoped security assessment,
as illustrated in Table 1. 80% of all Summit
Consulting Ltd engagements always include

an internal element. Another growing trend
is that of cloud computing migrations and
mobile applications installations which are
being implemented out by the organisations
in response to new business models and
innovations.
4.3 Analysis of security assessments per
industry, Table 2, shows types of cyber
security assessments per industry. These
show different variations of scoping. As
stated earlier, organisations within our
dataset have strong belief that their network
architecture is such that external assets
do not directly map to internal assets and
therefore, more threat is from the inside and
only a few occasions do we see external
assessments. Accordingly, we see more of
external assessments especially by financial
institutions, which now are required by the
central bank to conduct general IT security
reviews based on agreed upon procedures
as specified by the central bank.
4.4 We were engaged by fin-techs to
conduct external assessments due to the
nature of their services which must be open
to external access through programming
interfaces. We see this trend increasing
in frequency as potential partners will
increasingly request for evidence of on
going security assessment and review as
a condition for partnership as a service
provider.
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OF ALL ENGAGEMENTS ARE WITHIN
ONE-WEEK SCALE, WITH ALL OTHER
ENGAGEMENT TIMES FALLING IN
POPULARITY.

5. Time Frame
5.1 One of the down sides of security
assessments as a security practice is the
notion of fixed start and end times. After
all, real criminals/attackers and other threat
actors aren’t explicitly bound to a particular
set of dates to perform reconnaissance and
launch attacks.
5.2 In contrast, security assessments are
(almost) always performed as an agreed
block of billable hours, much like any other
professional service.
5.3 The fact is many reported corporate
breaches are later recognized as the result
of a persistent attacker who maintained
a network presence for weeks or months
before detection, and this is a model of a6.

attack that is frankly ill-suited to the timeframe security assessments model.
5.4 In Table 3, it can be noted that clients
prefer a week or less engagement over any
other time scope; 71.4% of all engagements
are within one-week scale, with all other
engagement times falling in popularity.
While longer engagements do tend to
uncover more issues, most critical top-level
findings can be discovered and documented
by a skilled assessor inside a week. We have
focused the dataset to 121 engagements.
5.5 There is need for on-going threat
intelligence and cyber hygiene to proactively
anticipate and prevent common cyber
threats.
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In our tests, we find targets have
business continuity plans (BCPs) or
Disaster Recovery strategies, however,
they lack clarity of the critical asset
classification and protection.
6. Security assessment goals

the organization’s users.

6.1 The final take in scoping an engagement
is the characterization of what the client
is interested in achieving. Usually, the
assessments are structured in such a way
that the testers are told to go as far as an
attacker can go within reasonable means
(according to a few clients as an initial
encounter) while some organizations nearly
always have some outcome in mind.

6.4 The general emphasis on protecting
various categories of internal data suggests
that cyber-espionage is a persistent
concern among IT Heads, Board Members
and other security practitioners within the
organisations, it also appears that the more
fundamental priorities eclipse worries about
unfair and illegal competitive practices. This
makes sense—after all, in order to protect the
highest value data, it’s critical to ensure that
an organization’s overall security posture is
reasonably healthy.

6.2 One wonders whether many executives
worried about protecting the information
of their clients and customers, or more
interested in how they protect their own
intellectual property? Table 4, below
illustrates what was reported as most
important for the surveyed industry types.
6.3 We can see that organizations are
primarily interested in securing their own
sensitive internal data—this tends to be
data such as client data in core systems
like bank accounts and transactions for
customers,
internal
communications,
financial metrics, and other business-critical
internal products. This category is followed
closely by organisation trade secrets and
specifically, the authentication credentials of

6.5 It doesn’t make a lot of sense to
pour resources into protecting a specific
internal asset if the state of the network it’s
connected to is untested. In our tests, we
find targets have business continuity plans
(BCPs) or Disaster Recovery strategies,
however, they lack clarity of the critical asset
classification and protection. Where an entity
has clearly identified and classified an asset
as critical, we find such asset is connected
to a general network accessed by anyone
on the network! This is a weak point in the
chain which needs urgent fixing. We usually
recommend better network setup hygiene
like network segmentation to make it difficult
to for an attacker.
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These
vulnerabilities
are common to
Microsoft Windows
networks—which is
to say, common to
nearly all corporate
networks—
and exploiting
them involves
the attacker
impersonating
an SMB server in
an environment
where SMB traffic is
unsigned.
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OF THE TIME, ATTACKERS CAN EXPLOIT
THESE ISSUES IN MOST CASES TO GAIN
SITE-WIDE CONTROL OF ANY GIVEN
MICROSOFT-BASED NETWORK.

7. Misconfigurations
7.1 Misconfigurations are issues that, while
not baked into the software itself, tend to
arise from implementation errors on the
part of the targeted organization’s IT staff.
Many organisations under our review have
misconfiguration issues that would make
it easy for a malicious attacker to exploit
systems.
7.2 As seen above, the most prevalent
misconfiguration is lack of patch
management. This exposes critical systems
and leaves them lacking the latest security
updates. Usually, these servers are at End
of Life and no longer supported which
makes it trickier to update them hence
the high hit rate of this misconfiguration.
This is followed by lack of/poor network

segmentation as well as over privileged
accounts. The misconfigurations above
depict that those are the abused ways to get
to the engagement goal of exploiting the
systems.
7.3 Many organisations rarely conduct
post implementation reviews to assess the
status of system access rights assigned to
vendors and developers; presence of bugs,
and analysis of the system developed or
updates against the terms of reference. As
a result, companies continue paying for fixes
or patches that should have been delivered
or completed under the implementation or
upgrade phase.
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Vulnerabilities
8.1 Software vulnerabilities can be thought
of as unintentional functionality and exploits
that are special-purpose programs designed
to take advantage of that functionality.
Unfortunately, as code and systems get
more complex and more interconnected,
the likelihood of introducing vulnerabilities
in a networked environment increases, more
or less to the point of inevitability.
8.2 In practice, when vulnerabilities are
exploited, they allow the attacker to bypass
security control. The effects can range from
information leaks through privilege escalation
(the attacker gaining special rights otherwise
unavailable), all the way to arbitrary code
execution (the attacker running code of their
choice on the target computer, completely
subverting the vulnerable software).
8.3 Software vulnerabilities are at the core
of security assessments, throughout our
research, we have seen a significant rate that
software vulnerabilities are exploited to gain
control over a critical networked resource.
8.4
Penetration
testers
(and
real
adversaries/attackers) do rely on the
homogenic character of corporate networks,
using tried-and-true commodity exploits
that are effective nearly everywhere. The
most obvious example of this is server
message bloc (SMB) relaying and broadcast
name resolution, which are exploited almost

90% of the time on internal engagements
overall organisations within our dataset.
These vulnerabilities are common to
Microsoft Windows networks—which is
to say, common to nearly all corporate
networks—and exploiting them involves the
attacker impersonating an SMB server in an
environment where SMB traffic is unsigned.
Combined with Broadcast name resolution,
which is also common on such networks
(and exploited about 96% of the time on
internal engagements), attackers can exploit
these issues in most cases to gain sitewide control of any given Microsoft-based
network.
8.5 The results imply rather conclusively
that there is often an additional, custom
component to penetrating a client’s network,
especially
in
external
engagements
where SMB networking vulnerabilities is
not available to the attacker. The practice
of penetration testing appears to involve
significant situational awareness and
leveraging multiple vulnerabilities after the
first one is uncovered and exploited.
8.6 Relying entirely on an automated
solution or a short list of canned exploits
is likely to meet with failure, while a
more thorough, hands-on approach nets
significant wins for the attacker.
8.7 The results highlight the lack of a
well-structured security management and
handling team within the industries that we
have engaged with.
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even if you have a
perfectly configured
network and your
patch management
processes are
bulletproof, you
still need some
mechanism to
allow your users
to actually use the
resources you’ve
provided for them.

Most modern
countries
now are treating
cyberspace as
another
military domain, in
addition to land,
air
and sea.
Dmitri Alperovitch,
Cybersecurity industry
executive

9. Credentials
9.1 We’ve discussed the vulnerabilities
and misconfigurations leveraged by both
penetration testers and real attackers, and
while these are certainly the more glamorous,
most penetration testing goals looking for a
quick win will target an organization’s user
credentials. After all, even if you have a
perfectly configured network and your patch
management processes are bulletproof, you
still need some mechanism to allow your
users to actually use the resources you’ve
provided for them. Credential-gathering
attacks can either be the object of exploiting
a vulnerability or leveraging a misconfigured
network service, but these attacks don’t
necessarily rely on mistakes made by
software developers or IT administrators.
9.2 Instead, it can be performed through

easier techniques, such as phishing and social
engineering campaigns or starting out with
an unprivileged user account and password
to simulate a malicious unprivileged user
as the goal of the engagement. In nearly
all cases (except for multifactor or 2 factor
authentication), a credential is a username
and a password. While some organizations
assign passwords to their users, most
organizations today allow users to choose
their own passwords, provided they fall
within some minimum set of standards of
length and complexity.
9.3 Given the high percentage of using
a misconfiguration or encountering a
vulnerability, we have been able to 100%
obtain credentials on all engagements.
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SUMMIT
CONSULTING LTD
PENETRATION
TESTERS
REMAINED
UNDETECTED ON

if the penetration
tester is not
detected within
initial attempts at
the early stages of
the engagement,
it’s unlikely the
malicious activity
will be detected at
all.

10. Identifying Privileged Credentials
10.1 Regardless of the mechanisms
of defining discrete levels of privilege,
accounts typically fall into the category
of user-level accounts and privileged
accounts. The former are used by people
(and rarely, services) that don’t need or want
enhanced privileges on a given computer;
they can’t install system-altering software by
themselves, delete logs, or otherwise affect
the overall security of the host operating
system. The latter, in contrast, are used by
people (and often, services) who do need
these rights; they’re typically administrator
accounts, or otherwise have unusual levels
of control over the authenticating system.

www.summitcl.com

OF
ENGAGEMENTS

on Windows-based workstations, and
usually with the techniques employed by
the venerable security assessment tool
Mimikatz, which is open source. In many
Windows networks, if a domain account
(including service accounts) has logged in
to a workstation, that password hash will be
stored in memory, available to users who
have at least local administrator privileges.
This includes domain accounts with domain
passwords; therefore, in cases where local
users have local administrator access
(either intentionally or accidentally), it is
often trivial to escalate privileges to domain
administrator.

10.2 The most common mechanism of
elevating one’s privileges from a mere user
account to a privileged account: scraping
memory for cached credentials, usually
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Malware is still very
popular and growing,
but the past year has
marked the beginnings
of a significant shift
toward new threats that
are more difficult to
detect, including fileless
attacks, exploits
of remote shell and
remote control protocols,
encrypted infiltrations,
and credential theft.
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11. Extending or escalating privilege
11.1 Once a valid credential is captured or
a critical service is compromised through
vulnerability exploitation or configuration
abuse, the usual goal of a penetration tester
is to gain enterprise-wide administrative
control, almost always via a Domain
Administrator or Enterprise Administrator
credential. All of our engagements result
in enterprise or site-wide administrative
control of the target organization, but we can
also break down this success rate between
external penetration tests and engagements
that have an internal component:
11.2 Again, given the significantly higher
chances of encountering a vulnerability,
misconfiguration, or weak credential when
LAN or WLAN access is obtained, it should
come as no surprise that our pen testers on
an internal engagement were able to gain
site-wide administrative control 81% of the
time.
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How quickly can your organisation
identify and respond to the theft of
data or the disabling of key services?
How fast can affected servers or
workstations be quarantined for
forensic analysis? How quickly and
easily can lost or corrupted data
be restored? What is the incident
response plan and who are the
stakeholders that need to be notified
immediately?

When a breach
happens, the
quicker
it is detected and
responded to, the
greater the chance
of minimising
loss – be
it financial,
reputational,
or otherwise.

12. Detection and Defence
12.1 As seen this far, penetration testers
are always limited by a short engagement
window and are rarely afforded more than
weeks or two to assess and compromise a
given target. This time-box necessarily limits
the opportunity for stealthy attacks, which
tend to take much longer than the typical off
the shelf tools run.
12.2 Low-and-slow scans are nearly
impossible to detect, and careful planning
and re-planning during an engagement,
social engineering, or even traditional
hacking techniques can mean the difference
between privileged access and getting
caught in the act.
12.3 Despite these huddles, Summit
Consulting Ltd penetration testers remained
undetected on 100% of engagements.
Furthermore, results and success by the
penetration tester show that if the penetration
tester is not detected within initial attempts
at the early stages of the engagement, it’s

unlikely the malicious activity will be detected
at all. This is obviously not a good state
considering that organisations rarely have
off-site backup of .syslogs for both network
and databases. Many systems report by
exception, meaning that only unauthorised
access attempts may be logged by a
firewall. However, where the access is as
a result of a user abusing their rights like
a former staff not yet disabled out of the
system with access to a ‘sa’ password which
is shared among several IT staff members,
means that pin-pointing the culprit may be
next to impossible, considering general poor
change management and record keeping in
many organisations even those that state
they comply to ISO 27001 and PCI DSS best
practices and standards!
12.4 The above finding means that after a
security breach, the victim is unlikely to be
caught. This is means the threat persists.
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Top recommendations

Not all attacks are about theft or
destruction. A more sinister cause is
the manipulation of data in place – such
that machines can be controlled – or the
wrong information reported to human
operators without their knowledge.
13. Credential Management, Account
Security and Lockouts, Multifactor and 2
Factor Authentication.
13.1 At first glance, it would seem that it
is also the easiest security control that an IT
team in an organization can shore up with
some detection and defense strategies.
After all, it is effectively impossible to
guarantee that modern, complex software
and networks are going to be 100% free from
vulnerabilities or misconfigurations, but it
should be comparably easy to institute some
basic controls for managing user accounts.

management are account lockouts and
multifactor or 2-factor authentications.
Account lockouts have been found to be
none existent or not as effective and have
been bypassed 75% of all the times on the
surveyed engagements.
13.3
For
multifactor
and
2-factor
authentications, it has been effective
especially in the financial industry where
it has been implemented for compliance
or mobile banking. Bypassing it has been
capped at 6.6 % (8 organisation out of 121)
and was chained with earlier gained access
to the other factor (email).

13.2 Usually the defences around credential
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As we can see from this study,
credential capture is often the
least complex method to ultimately
compromise a network.
14. Vulnerability and Misconfiguration
Management
14.1 As observed throughout the research,
it is inevitable that an experienced
penetration tester will uncover at least one
vulnerability or misconfiguration and use it
to their advantage. However, this should not
cause IT, security, and management teams
to lose heart; there are strategies available
to help minimize the impact of a breach,
both simulated by a penetration tester and
caused by a real threat actor.
14.2 The number one issue that causes
the most consternation among penetration
testers is solid network segmentation.
If an attacker cannot traverse logical
boundaries between environments, it can
be extremely difficult to leverage a set of illgotten workstation credentials to escalate
to domain-wide administrative privileges;
even if a powerful service account has been
compromised, if there’s no route between
targets, the pen tester must effectively
start over again with another foothold in the
network. Such practice is frustrating to an
attacker and helps secure institutions from
less motivated and amateur attacks. Take
a case of thief going to an office or shop at
night to steal, and after breaking the lock on
the wooden door, finds a burglar proof steel
door. That second door makes it difficult for
the thief to proceed with the mission unless
they are real hard core and highly motivated.
14.2 Speaking of those powerful service
accounts, a principle of least-privilege
can help contain the damage suffered by
losing control of that service account. IT

administrators should review the actual
permission requirements for service
accounts and devise a non-root, nonadministrator account permission scheme
that allows the service just enough privilege
to perform its intended function.
14.3 If a particular product vendor insists
that their software must have Domain
Administrator credentials, it’s worth a
conversation with that vendor to discuss
which user permissions are minimally
required. For Windows environments,
Microsoft Active Directory provides the
“Protected Users” group, which should be
investigated to protect specifically against
caching domain credentials on local
workstations.
14.4 It should go without saying that a
robust vulnerability and patch management
solution should be employed at every
organization. Many end-user systems today
are configured by default to check for and
apply software patches automatically, but
some organizations are reluctant to employ
the same strategy to business-critical
servers. While a patching routine may not
necessarily be technically automatic for these
systems, it’s imperative that IT and security
organizations work together to ensure
that patches are rolled out as quickly and
seamlessly as practicable. Just as shipping
vulnerabilities is an inevitable consequence
of general purpose computing, patch and
vulnerability management should be treated
as equally inevitable and routine procedures.
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BILLION
ESTIMATED WORTH OF
CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY BY
2023

15 Socializing Security
15.1 Last but certainly not least, a culture of “see
something, say something” should be embraced
in any organization. Implementation mistakes and
security trade-offs are the reality in today’s fast-paced,
ever-changing networked world. This is not just the
responsibility of IT, security, and development staff, but
for every user on the network. Training end users to spot
phishing campaigns, social engineering operations, and
other relatively low-tech attack techniques go a long
way to extending the security team’s vision and reach.
When a problem is spotted and reported, the security
team should be on point to not only address and mitigate
the issue, but to publicly and positively acknowledge
the issue once it’s been mitigated. Ultimately, if people
are encouraged to report issues like this through
positive feedback, the dark, unmonitored corners of the
network will shrink.
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Table 1: Type of security reviews
Engagement Type

Number of Engagement Scoping
(Total=121)

Percentage

101

80

External (Web, OSINT)

10

6.7

Mixed (Both internal and external scope
elements and IT governance review)

10

13.3

Internal (Connected, Wi-Fi)

Table 2: Assessments per industry
Assessment (%)

Internal

External

Mixed (%)

Financial services

89%

5%

6%

Communications /fin-techs esp telecoms

13%

70%

17%

Energy / Power

83%

10%

7%

Government

30%

20%

50%

NGOs

1%

0%

1%

Table 3: Duration of engagements
Time Frame

Number Of Engagements

Percentage

Days less than 7 (less than a week)

98

81

Between 7 to 14 days

15

12.4

8

6.6

Between 14 to 21 days

Table 4: Defined test scope
Data Category
Internal data (credit card, banking info,
customer and accounts info)

Industry Type

All

Percentage (per 100%)

100

Trade secrets

Communication/Media,
Finance

100

Credentials

All

87

Infrastructure & configuration
information

All

81

Unknown and unclassified

Government, Energy

72

Copyrighted material

Communication/Media

67
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Table 6: Vulnerabilities exploited
Vulnerability leveraged

Number of Engagements
(total=121)

Percentage

broadcast name resolution

60

49.6

smb relaying

35

28.9

third party and unclassified vulnerabilities

14

11.6

local privilege escalation

5

4.1

group policy preferences

3

2.5

memory corruption

3

2.5

Non exploitable

1

0.8
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Administrator: Person who
administers a computer system
or network and has access to the
Administrator account.
Black Hat: Programmers who ‘hack’
into systems to test their capabilities,
and exploit vulnerabilities for personal
or financial gain. See Cybercrime.
Advanced Persistent Threat: Usually
refers to long-term stealth attacks
on or infiltration of a system, but can
also be used to describe a group,
such as a foreign government, with
advanced cyberattack capabilities.
CIO/CISO: Chief Information Officer/
Chief Information Security Officer.
Executive position responsible for
ensuring the security of systems and
data in an organisation (can include
physical security).
Critical infrastructure: Physical
and virtual assets that are vital to
the operation of an organisation or
nation, for example, the electrical grid.
Cyberattack: An offensive act against
computer systems, networks, or
infrastructure.
Cybercrime: Computer-facilitated
crimes, though frequently can
be used to refer to all forms of
technology-enabled crimes.
Cyberespionage: The practice and
theft of confidential information from
an individual or organisation.
Cybersecurity: The discipline and
practice of preventing and mitigating
attacks on computer systems
and networks.
Cyberthreat: A potential threat
targeting computer systems
and technology, typically from
the internet.
Cyberwarfare: Internet-based
conflict to attack computer systems
to disrupt or destroy. Usually in
reference to nation states but can
also refer to companies, terrorist or
political groups, or activists.
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DoS/DDoS: Denial of Service/
Distributed Denial of Service. A
common attack involving thousands
of devices accessing a site simultaneously
and continually to overload its
ability to serve web pages.
Hacker/Hacking: While originally
in reference to a programmer
‘hacking at code’, it’s now become
mainstream to represent individuals
who maliciously breach (‘hack into’)
computers and related systems.
ICT: Information and
Communications Technology.
Overarching term encompassing
all forms of computing and
telecommunications technology
inclusive of hardware, software,
and networks.
IoT: Internet of Things. An evolving
definition of the wide-variety of
internet-connected devices ranging
from sensors to smartphones.
Internet security: A general term
referring to the security of internetrelated
technologies, such as web
browsers, but also that of the
underlying operating system
or networks.
Malware: Catch-all term to refer
to any type of malicious software,
typically used in reference to viruses,
ransomware, spyware and similar.
Phishing: Deceptive attempt, usually
over email, to trick users into
handing over personally identifiable
or critical information (such as
passwords or credit card numbers).
A form of social engineering.
Ransomware: Malware used to
hold an individual or organisation
to ransom, typically by encrypting
files or an entire hard drive and
demanding payment to ‘unlock’ the
data. Also known as Cryptoware.
Social engineering: The practice of
manipulating human beings to gain
access to data or computer systems.
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Spear-phishing: Highly-targeted
form of phishing towards an
individual or business, often utilising
social engineering techniques to
appear to be from a trusted source.
Spyware: Covert software designed
to steal data or monitor people
and systems for cybercriminals,
organisations, or nation states.
Threat actor: an individual or entity
that has the potential to impact, or
has already impacted, the security
of an organisation.
White Hat: Programmers who ‘hack’
into systems to test their capabilities,
and report vulnerabilities to
authorities to be fixed
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About Summit Consulting

Summit Consulting Ltd is a professional services firm
offering proactive and Practical Toolkits and Educative
Workshops that help our clients to improve by selling more,
cutting costs, raising employee morale and transforming
the business. We are the trusted advisor and counselor to
many of the most influential businesses and institutions in
the region.
We improve the client’s condition in our three specialty
service offerings:
1. summitFORENSICS: Prevent revenue leakages and
grow your Organisation. We offer both proactive and
reactive forensics to give you peace of mind. Manage fraud
risks. Investigate fraud cases. And never again have staff
for disciplinary action give you a headache. Visit www.
summitcl.com/forensics and download free fraud risk
assessment tool or email training@summitcl.com
2. summitADVISORY: Grow your revenue and make
stakeholders happy. Get practical tools to grow your profits
and transform your business. Craft a winning strategy.
automate your risk management processes. Motivate
your staff. Our experts will work with you to improve your
condition. Contact Godfrey on sgodfrey@summitcl.com for
IFRS9 compliance Toolkit and save on costs.

Contact Paul Kebba on
training@summitcl.com
for a pen test request.
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3. summitSECURITY: We offer a 360 degrees cyber
security solution. From external security reviews to overall IT
governance and vulnerability assessments including helping
you align your overall cyber security resilience framework to
your IT strategy and enterprise strategy. This helps you save
money, time and worries.

